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A N 0IN"11ODUCTION%

National interest in the health and wellbin fthaerecitize has been extende to
the area-of automotve transportation and safety, speci&Aly to the personal-hamads associated
with motor vehic)p coijicion aid impact. Each year, over 50,000 persons receive injuries that
are fatal, and much larger nurimers experience less acute ijuries due to motor vehicle impact23Wand collision. Current safety devices, the lap belt and shoulder barnes, wb,*h are standard
equipment in all new , ssenger vehicles, have demanstrate65 their ef~iciency in signifiantly
-educing seriomsQ and ffa: injuries in collision. However, various statistics reveal that only
about four percent of tie dfivers in -~cupants in automnobiles actually use the total personal
protective accessories avwifable. Public educhtion and hi~ormation programs on the ;dvantages
of lap heits and shoi Ider barnesses ha-'ze not significantly increased their uze by vehile
occupants. A recpnt approach to, fhbi safety problem has f~cused on Iie action required of
an occupant to engage the safety device, i.e., the positive action required to connxwtct the lap
belt and/or shoulder harness into proper position to proV..de Lestraint. A possible solution to
the non-use problem has emerged in th ifom ot a "passive" safety or restraint system concept
that would require no action at all by the motor vehicle occupants but would provide protecion
in the 3vent -of a crash. Of the various concepts of paszive restrint systems, which have
appeared, such as energy absorbing seats, thickly padded-contoured, interiar, automark; posi-
tioning of belto and harnesse, the inflata-ble cushign or air bag concept has icceived the most

Nattention and perhaps is one-of the -most promising of the various approaches.
0

The inflatable cushion or air bag syatem is intended to rapicdly inflate in front of occupants upon
vehicle impact to cushion the forwavrd motion of the boay and provide protection against
serious injury. Unchir normal conditions the inflatable cusionen ins c.llaped. Tpon impc
of sufficient intensity, a triggering device activates the infldticn. system deploying ihe -cushion.
Current generation inflation systems capable of satisfying the eaxtremnely rapid inflation times
(W0-70 ins), produce an intense acoustic signal associate- with activation of the system. This
sudden, high intensity impulse is of *,-ncern with regard to possible adverse effects on the
human auditory system of indi ,iduals -iside the vehicle. This concern has been expressed for
possble permanent adverse effects on the -ardrum membrane and on hearing, as well as
1-issible temporary los. -of sensitivity inr mediately after inflation, The nature of the impulsiveA K noise necessitates investigativo work to evaluate such questions, since direct extrapolations
from avilable air bag exposure data to proposed impulsive noise hearng damage riskt criteria

may not be directly appropriate.

Eryinithe'devlopnxent of inflatablc pn'tection systems,-the. potential problemn of the intense
noise was re-cognized, At those times the prima.-y physical component-, of the acoustic signal

1:01 occurring inside rn automobile were qnantified. Two major charocteristics appear in the
signal. One component consistsof the high frequency energy resulting from activation of the
inflation system (usually explosive detonation), air iubulencc, rapid unfolding of the cush11ion
and the lie. The other' component is &a lowi frequ~ency erypoiv re.al)
generated by the volume displacernent ol the rapidly expanding cushifn inside the vehicit .

~A ~SA
Thtial estimates of the potential hazard Wo hearing of these impulses were obtained from
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subjective judgemoinis and experieaces of personnel working on the Ldr bag ccet develop-
ment and subsequently, from interpretation of proposd damage risk criteria for impulsive
noize. Th-e first experimental invest'gation of the impulse noise effects on humans exposed 91

subjctsto p~totpe air bag inflation noise inside a closed automobil Nxn 99) After
these findings were reported to the scientifl( community proeures for assesg te arhg
impulse noise and/or evaluating hearing damage risk for exposure to the unique air bag noise

2 were produced by Allen et al (1971) mnd by Mertz (1970)~. One difference between the assump-
tions and promrlures em~ployed in the two methods conerned the manner ir. which the low
freauency comp( .ent of the impulse was asal-ned to function relative to the human auditory
systent,

~UI In estimating potential &ik of air bag noise Allen et al (1971) suggest that no evidence existe
which indicates that the low frequency component is contributing to xeasured auditory

V temporm-y tbreshold shift ('ITS), consequently the pressure wave should Lie removekd from
the sigmal when analyzinig the high frequency component. Their estimates of risk are based
upon computation3 which employ this interpretation. Mertz (1970), on -the other hand,
suggests that "a maore realmstic evaluation of the pressure wave would reqiuire ear tolerance
restrictions on both high and low frequency components." The latter procedure proposed
for estimating risk includes both components and is described as a general pressure wave
analysis system for use with impulsive sir bgrnies of all types.

The contribution of the low frequency pressure pulse to the effect of the eomposite signal
on the atiditory system is of practical aignfiican.e If the pressure pulse increases risk, to
ignore it undere~timates ita hazard if the pressure puls&a is negligible, to inchidleivi overestiiat
risk, either of vhich could be cooitly. The components of the specific air bag stimulus have
not been separated and examinedin the past, however, the effects of static pressure on heAring
sensitivity have been reviewed and investigated by Hansen (1955). He reports a reduction
of a,3 much as 12 dB3 in aural sm(msifivity under wositive or negative middle ear pr~essure for
frequencies below 150D) Hz. Although his stimuli were not impulsive the principle irvolved

ugig't hold for transien ts as well.

The purpose of tis inirestigation was to deetermine the relative contribution of 'IT of each
of the two main acoustic components of an air bag inflation impulse, singly and L~ roml.iIation.
'Volunteer subjects were exposed -,o (a) a positive pressure pulse, (b) a noise btmat (high
frequency) and (c) a ombination of a and b presented simultaneously. Threshold hwaring
levels were measured on all subjectsq prior te and following exposure to each condhtlon to
d~,etermine the independent - 4 combined. effects of the cvinponents of Mte isignal on hei ,ng.
A differential effect of the low frequency noisy would be indcated by MIT values significaittly
diftarent from those produced in the oth-er exposure coriditi-Lns.

44
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IMPULSE M ASURPMENT

The measurement and analysis of the impulsive noise in ths investigatioD were accomrlished
with the special purpose P'ystems described by Somnwr (1973). ConvenLr al sound measure-
ment equipment and sound level metem are not appropriate for defining these signals and
will provide erroneous results. The very rapid timi %, sto.-y and the intense low frequency
and infrasound compcnents require special instrumen a&en respnse-features. The microphone
and its esociated equipment must be able to respond to thi.. pressure pulse as well as the
higher fmquency en-rgy associated with the nuise buxet, therefore the system response shouln.
be from 0 Hz (de) to at least 10 kHz. Use of instrumentation which does not satisfy these
general requirements can result in a loss of part of the signal, phase shift and distortion.

SUBJECTS

Ten male university students in tneir late teens and early twenties scved as subjects in this
experiment. These volunteers were paid on an hourly basis for this service. A! subjects had
normal hearing in bofh ears for the audiometric test frequencies ranging from 1S3 Hz to
8 kHz (International Standards Organization, 1984). Each subject was examined by a
physician and determined to have no respiratory or middle ear h fecion. This examination
also required that the subject be able to equalize middle ear pressur. by a Vasavananeuver
which provided ,vdence of tympanic embrane mobility and also that the eustachin -tube
was clear of obtruction.

The tympanic membrane consists o three, layers of tissue. In the event of rupture or perfora-
tion, only two layers regenerate leaving the healed ear less strong at that weakened point.
Scar tissue may be indicative of prior rupture or damage, and possibly a drum membrane
more vulnerable to intense impulse nise. Subjects with scar tissue on the tympanic membrane
werev not included in the study because the actur!. effect- of the maximum levels of the
experimental stimulus on such ears were not complcely known. Two of the twelve subjects
examine.i for the study did not qualify for particiption, one becausu of tynpanic membrane
scar tissue, the other because of a head cold.

EQUIPMENT,

The equipment used to generate the (a) pcoitive pre&-ure pulse, (b) noise burst and i:c)
both in combination can be see n block dlagmm form in Figure 1. Hearing threshold I~ves
were measured ib an audiometric test room with a special purpose clinical audiometer.

(a) Positive Pressure Pulse: The positive pressure pulse w..)s generated by fhe AMRL
Dywanic Prespare Chamber (D'C). The DPC is a human test facility for meauring-effects

S, of infrasound on man. Basicallr, -t consists of . 6-foot diameter hydrauically operated
piston coupled to an enchied air ugiume of approximately 55 cubic feet. When the hydraulic
actuator is provided an ihmtantanou.- vositive vol Ae, the piston moves forward, displacing
the enclosed air volume ca'ing a nr uozatin of the chamber. Volunteers were not exped
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inside the chamber, instead one ear was coupled to the DPC by an ear cup which was attached
4< toa port opening to the chamber in the manner seen in Figure 1. The rise time of the pressure

pulse is approximately 50 ins and is governed by the mass of the pist-n and the compressibility
of the enclosed air volume. The pressure fall time of the DPC 'an be controlled by providing

K an air leak of selectrd size so the pressure can return to ambient at a rate corresponding to
the air leak..The wave form of the positive pressure pulse is displayed in Figure 2a. In this
investigation the positive pressure pulse was presented a. a peak soland pressure leve' of 165
dB 're 20 aN/l r with a rise time of 65 ms and a duration (A t) of 960 ms.

(b) Noise Burst. The noise burst was generated by a pair cf loudspeakers (University Driver
Type L-35) and was coupled to the earcup in such a way that it was directed toward the ear.
The loudspeaker coupling device was smaller but concentric to the access port use ' to pass J
the pressure pulse to the subject's ear. The pressure time history trace of the noise burst i2
presented in Figure 2b. The rms sound pressure level was 153 dB re 20 iN/n with a rise
time and all tine of 25 ms each. The duration of the noise burst, including the rise and fall
time, was AO ms. For the noise burst only presentation, the DPC was not activated.

(c) Positive Pre.sure Pulsc and Noise Burst in Combination: The ct .aposite signal, i.e., the
positive pressure pulse plus the noise burst, re uired both the DPC and the loudspeakers to
be activated simultaneously. Figure 2c shows the pressure time history tr ce for the composite
signal.

Energy spectral density (EZD) analyses were performed on the indep . dent and composite
signals used as exposures in this investigation and compared to the ESD of an actual air
bag inflation noise measured at the ear level of a right front pasenger in an automobile.
inspection of Figure 3 reveals that the positive pressure pulse has its peak energy at 0.5 Hz
with a high frequency roll off of approximatey 8 d13 per octave. The energy in the noise
burst is concentrated in the region of 300 Hz to 2 .WHz, where it is as much as 5 dB to 15 dB A
greater than in the actual air bag noise shown.

Limitations in performance characteristics of the signal generation systems prevented an
exact simulation of an actual air bag miasurement. The characteristics of the simulated
signals are considered to Le equally as effective as the actual impulses in producing T S and
are more than adequate to demonstrate the principle under investigation.

(d) Hearing Thres,'wld Level Measurement; Hearing threshold levels were measttet with
the subject seated in an Indu.strial Acoustir. Company (doublewall IAC) audiowetric test
booth. The subject's task was I, continm.ously vary, using a subject control switch, the loudness
of the tekst signal between ar.ability and inaudibility. These-auiitory resporses were measured
with Rudmose Clinical Beksy type audiumeter, Tracor model ARJ-6A. Thresholds of
hearing were measuric for the left ear only at frequencies of 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz,

, 1.5 k-z, 2 kHz, 3 kHz, 4 kHz, 6 kHz, 8 kHz, 10 kH7 and 12 kIiz. The high frequencies (10
4,_ kHz and 12 kIl,) veie calibrated to Tracor high f'eque cy standards. The audiometer was
i / set for 2 pulses p.r aecund and an attenuation rate of 5 dB per second. Hearing level responses

were autoinatklly plotted on a stndard audiovietric record form as a fun ior. of frequenzy

7
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(sec Figure 4). Each audiometric test fr-equency was presented for 30 seconds and the et~tire
audiograrn (12 test frequencies) was completed in 6 minutes.

PROC CiDURE

TVhe exper~ment rrquired subject participation on seven different dais. Table I presents the
tost schedule for each subject. Thc madcal examination, audiometric screeiting and test
istructions were given to each subject on the first day. Subjects also practiced plotting their

TI audiometric thresholds for each frequency on three separate occasions during tbis initial
. .. .. .visit. The experimental procedures followed for the remaining six sessions were exactl the

same, only the exposure condition was varied in accordance with Table 1I. A test session
began by givilig the subject ai brief otosccpir. examination of the external auditory canal to
insure there was no wax buildur or outer ear infection present. Two preexposure audiograms
(125 Hz to 12 kllz), separated by e. 5-minute rest period, were then administered. After
completion of the second preexposure audliograin the subject moved from the audiometric
test booth to the exposure area and placed his left ear in the earcup mounted on the DPC.
'The subject',, left ear was then exposed to the condition specified for that day's session
(ree Table 1). After experieicing the exposure the subject moved from the DPC area and

RANGERANGE
AUDIOGRAM

$ ~130

0

S - - ---- 40 70flr-

_70 --- "o

S125 5 _ 1,,00 2C 3000 4000 eooo fl(CCO 10300 I20

Figure 4. A Typical Audiogramn Plot From Which Auditory Sensitivity
"J ~and Subsequently Auditory Threshold Shift vwas Determined
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TAB .E I

Stibject EST SCHEDULE;'Subject Day

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 Exm 140 145 150 HF PP Both
2 Exam 140 145 10 PP Both HF
3 Elam 140 145 160 Both HF PP
4 Exam 140 145 150 HF Both PP
5 Exam 140 145 160 PP HF Both
6 Exam 140 145 150 Pp Both
7 Exam 140 145 150 PP Both HF
8 Exam 140 145 150 ?P HF Both
9 Exam 14C 145 150 Both HF PY

10 Exam 140 145 160 HF Both PP
Note 1: Noise intensity levels in dB re 20 pN/m-

I-F =Noise burst (153 dB,,Ws)
PP = PFoitive pre-sure pulse (165 dBp.,)
Both = HF-aud PP in combination

No' 2 la order to insure that no subject experienced TTS in excess of 30 dB, exposure intensite- were gradually ;n-
creaW from 140 dB -to 15- dB lh ucuet,)e 5 JB steps Th"e ac'tal expeeorisntal wnditiuns-in 5 6-7 *trte randomn

. ized to -ccou . for posable order effects.

aga;-i entered the . adicometric test booth. The subject was asked to perform a valsalva prior
to initiation of the postexposure audiometric tests If the acoustic impulse had cree Led a
neg&tive middle ear pressure, due to the rapid inward movements of the tympanic membrane,
which was not equalized, art errcneuus audiograrn would have been obtained. The audiogram
v ould have sh,)wn TTS due to the exposure plus a threshold shift due to the negative pressure,
both of which v;3uld have been erroneously attributed to the exposure.

The bubject began plotting postexposure threshold of hearing for the exposed ear exactly 1
minute after termination of the expwure stimulus. Tue temporary threshold shift (TTS)
measure for each frequency was obtained by subtracting the average of the two prexposure
audiograms from the value- of tne postex.posure audiogamn. If a 'ITS was measured, the
subject was periodically tected'at various intervAls until the ITS had disappeared. All subjects
recovered their preexposure hearing levels within 2 hours after exposure.

A criterion for withdrawal from the .tudy was ift so that any subject, who experienced gieater
than 30 dB TrS at any test frequency would be eliminated from further participation in the
experiment. The procedure uie to insure that this 30 dB 'ITS value was not exceeded, was
to increase the intensity of the burst exposures in successive 4 dB steps on days 2, 3 and 4.
The exposure schedules were identical for each subject on these days increasing from 140 dlB
rms to 150 dB rms (dB re 20 pN/m) in three step.. ii a 30 dB or greater TTS did not occur
or was not qpproached with any of these exposures, the subject was considered not to be
unusually susceptible and was allowed to procecj to the expei'mental conditions for days 5,64 and 7. The experimental conditions of (1) noise burst (153 6B rms), (2) positive pressure
pulse (165 dB peak) and (3) both (1) and (2) in combination were randomized for each
subject on these l& three days. During the course of their total experiment, no subject
experienced suffiient TTS to be dropped from further participation because the 30 dB T'iTS
criterion was exceeded.

2.~*~



2 RSULTS

The main effects for test frequency and exposure condition are summarized in Table I.
Significait differences between average TTS values were obtained for the main effects of
test frequentcy (p < .01) apd exposure condition (p <.05) -nd also for the interaction of
Frequency xZxosure Condition (p < .05). ;J1

The mean WTS obtained for each independent audiomeri., test frequen.y collapsed over
all other conditions is shown in Figure 5. A Newman-Keub test, used to deternine where
the significant difference occurred, showed -that meami TTS -alues at 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 6M I Tz
and 1 ktHz were significar tly (p < .05) lower than mean TS values at all other frequencies
and that the TTS values were not signifiqantly- differem, w mi either the 125 Hz thru 1 16Mz
or the 1.5 d-z through 12 -Oz groups. The main effect of the exposure conditions, collapsed
over all other conditions, on T TS is presented in Figux 3 in hisztgram Lorm. The positive
pressure pulse produced the least amount of TTS (-0. .1 dB). With the noise burst alone
having the largest effect (2.99 dB). The combination of tho positive pressure pulse with the
noise burst produced a TTS greater than that for the pressure pulse alone but,ialler than
the noise burst alone (1.51 dB). The Newman-Keuls test showed that-the noise burst, prc4uced
significantly greater TI than the pressure pulse and that the TTS due to the composite signal
did not differ significantly from that produced by the noise or pressure pulse alone.

Although there was no statistically significant difference between the effects of the combined
noise burst and of the positive pressme pulse or the noise burst alone, the wmpoeite signal
did produce less TWS then the noise burst. From this observation and reference to Figures 3
and A. the composite signal does not produce a greater ITS than thenoise burst, in fact, the
composite tends to reduce the amount of TS obtained.

'The interaction of Test Frequency x Exposure condition can be best undaemtood by refexrizg
to Figure 7. The low frequency audiometric frequencies (125 Hz to 1 kf-z) were not affe .ted
by any of the exposure conditions, however the higher frequencies were clearly differentiated.
This dilfference as a function of frequency and exposure produced the resultant interaction for

Q, Test Frequency x Exposure condition Independent analyses for eadh test frequency showed

TABLE II
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Source of Varianc t di Sum of Squaree Mean Square F Raedo

1 (Frequeiaey) 11 777,29267 70.71752 4.112#*
2 (Exposure) 2 791.62617 395.813 4940
5 (Subjects) 9 959.24 106.5372

12 22 705,87117 .32.03505 1.764"
13 99 1702.16466 17.10358
23 18 1740.24107 96.630

" 123 193 3f.tZ4M4 18.18300
Total 39 10*277.28400

*p <.05
%1p < .01
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Figure 6. Main Effect .for Audi ~ory Threshold Shift as a Function of Excposure-Condition

that the positive pulse produ~ced- S gnificantly more 'ITS (p <.05) than the noise burst level at
test frequencies of 1.5k, 31c, 4k Sk, and 12 k~z with the composite exposure significantly
different from the noise burst only at 6 kR..

Prior to dismimsl !- r the day, eaxzh subject was inforxmally asked how that day's es"Posure
comri to those experienced -an prioi days. Nine out (of ten subjects indicated that the

~ 4'-o,'

composite signal (positive pressure pulse plus noise burst) vkas less objectionable tha the
4 noiseburst alone, however, all ten s3ubjects repor~d the positive pressure pulse to be the

'f least objectionable.
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SECTION IV
DISCUSSION

The heaiin, threshold leveb o! the volunteurs in this investijation were differezai ay shifted
(TrS) by etech of the thrae exposur-e stimuli. The high frequency noise Lunst clearly pr-Auced
the greatest '. TS at the middle and high test frequencies. The positive pressure pidze caused
essentiallN. no, chan-jges in hearing threshold levels, The addiikL- of the positive pressure pulse
to the high, frequ.-acy noise burst resulLed in lesser TTS values thian produced by the noise
burst 1'n~ Th'oiiepesuepled not add to the effects of the noe burst, '.'ut did
reduce ita efte.' tiveness in causing T-TS. A rumbei of inL~rpretations -may be offered rtilative

& to these findigs.

Thesinu~aedalibagr~se, sinksws selec~zd fIrst to allu%. tht: question cncenig the

positive pressurv pul-e to be amswered arid second to soiiewhsat approximate an actual air
hag inflation noise Wn frequency response aid level. The si~nulate signal anid an actual air

* bag noise of equ1Avr:.ent peal. piessure level are compared int Figure 3. The energy below 100
Hz Lbot sinal wcld-e expected to produce nearly equivalentTSonaegifny

The ent~rgy above 1I0,1z, speciiically the,300 Hz to 2 k.4z baid, is greater in the'simulation
si~,nal and would be expected to produce relatively more TTS on averag~e. 'Thia greaterc
cc ntration of ei .ergy and iN effect ,n measured TTS does not invalidate any of thi Andingjs
in thie study ortheir laterpretation.

Motor vehicle occupants experience t. hole-body exp.,-ures ~othe air bag inflation noise whereas4
this study examined effects en only one ear of tha uoetToitrtretaplat data
obtained during ths investigation, ,IiCe must face thre question that who1,e bod -exp*sures may
produce different effects than exposures only to the ear. SLine belie, . ttiat the-opportunity
for the 'niddle car pressure to equalize via the eustachiana tubte in whole body exposures does
not exist for the aural exposure. However, the eustachian tube operates to equalize the

44atmospheric pressure in the middle car tLrough actione such as swallowing. Tht. eustachian tube
does not normially function durig exposure tW relatively brief imp ulsjive stimuli, corzstquently
no equalization is expected to occur in either type of ir.puisive expoL,-re used herein. There-
fore, the aural exposure is ra-presentati-i-a of the mepcieo h uioysyent m ~sv
ounds such as actual air bag noise can be so interpreted.

The huan autory mechanism reacts in thb presence ol intense sound with protective actions
N that reduce tranamimson to the inner ear. The mode of vibration of the stapes is altered from

a piston.Iike movezuent to a rocking motion in the oval window due to momentary dislocadons
of the ossiciular joints. Ir. additicn the stapedius and temsi tyrapani musv1i contract in
response to loud sound producing an increase in stiffness end possibly in damping of the
owsicular chain. Tb,. threshold for this muscle action is about 30 t 9~5 dB above detectian
thredhold of hearing for the various -frequencies. The response uyu to neural processing
and integation time is omnally from abort 5-35 ni up to I W0 ins but may be shorlianed for
very intense signals. The reflex rtuiuce3 transmi --ion. of energy of around 2 ld.-, and below.
The a,.oustic reflex wia-, r.-obably active for all signal.- used in this study, whichran~ed from
1.53 dB to 165 -dB with durations of 400 n-is and SO ins End riss timei of 25, m5iid 65
respectively. The nature of the acoustic in'fex is such that its effect *-?I ion reasured
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iY, this tudy is considered to he uniform and not differentiated th.; three stimuli, conse-
Qently the relationsbips betwveen them would be tunaffected.

The- magnitude, of the average 7T9 differences (collapsed over all other conditions) among
~. ~- the three exposure conditions is rather small, 1.5 to 3.0 dBI. This may bu- partly because the

sound pressure levels at which ..xposure, occurred were -not sufficiently intense to cause Iarge
TTS values. Nevertheless, the mean data displayed. in F~igure 7 ndicate cleacut differences
in 'ITS for frequencies abovc I kHz as a Ifunction of type cl acoustical exposure. Although

F the sizes of the differences are sinall, the~ piincipletcwernng thfb roule of the pcoitive pressure
pulse is demonstrated.

The positive proessure pulse prod-iord by an air bag inflation is related to- the leak rite -of the
vehic~e in which it L, activated. 7'oa ligh frequency energy remains rvlddvely unchuged,
except to be riding on the poilive pressure pulse or on the a&nbient in the afsence of this
component The positive presisure componen'. would Le 0ctr~t dvcrease with increazed
leak rate. The positive pressure p.'l's- common to a doors clubud. w.indows-up configuration
wculd essentially disappear in a con ertible with o and w; %J'ws down. If one were -!'o extm.-
polate tbc relative auditory hazard fivin the closed sedan to corivartibit; eiuation, tac svmn'
air bag inf-tiou might well be more haza.:dous in fl-e conzvertible, or less hazardous in the
sedan, due to the ameliorating effect of the positive pressure pjflse.- %x the high frequiency
energy. Data are riot available at tb~s time for air bag lnfiat*c1 noises in -ipen convertibles,
however analyia of inflation noises recorded in a lirge anecho~c chamber teaid to support
this assumnption.

Tl e po.sitive pressute- pulse is 91so, a function of the a~r bag volume that displai-es the volume
of tht 'ehicle irstenioz Full-car complements of air bag systems could include hom three to as
many as five inflatable cushions. Since all systems must be inflated within maillisecends after

0 impact, we estimted that the positive pressure produced when all bags are inflated at the same
time in an unvented vehicle will be relatively high. This multi-inflation condition is recognized
as one area in which additioal knowledge and experience Ore required to be able to assess the
impact of the total signal as Well 'S tbat of the positive pressure cornpunent on motor vehicle
occupam.

Hearing damnage risk criteria fn.r impulsive noises have been formulated for impuIses oo .urring
in free field (A-duration) and under reverberant conditions (B-duration) (Coles, 1938).
For practietl purposes the B-duration has been sed to assess air bag impulsive noise becau-.e
of 6a~i reverberation ondition. inside the vehicle. B-duration analysis of air bag acoustic
bignatuare is or may be a reasonable apprmach for assessing potential hazard to hearing, however,

thshsnot beer. fully resolved. Air bag noise expo'ure criteria mist give the mast !0flzmd-
eration toff~ie lhr-frequency viegy.

This Mrinv6stgation considered one aspect of auditory response behavior to an air bag acoustic
impqL~ t7 was not designed tA7 explain th echanismis and i teraction3ivle ntentr

-~ ense. Reui rr lactfrtec itions tested and do provide some quanti-
tative in~dication of the total effects of one pozitive pressure pulse on one type of high frequency
energy, which was the question unider consideration. Questions yet to be answered inclurd:

17



effects of greatei and lesser pmdie pressure pulsezz on Ushixu ak ift bunrt, actual funedoning
and role of the acoustir reflex, change; in aura;i mpedance of the middle ear systemA, and the
like. A more comple te answver to thest; general questioiis which i~xvol e the me6b nisrs and
interactions, should 'xtpurjued in, subsequent iziveatigaitive efforts.
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